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The return of Formula One was the calling for Bushido to 
deliver a one-of-a-kind event to an international crowd, the 
numerous celebrities and Bahrain’s nightlife loyalists. For an 
event of such a large scale it is a given that the after race party 
will be a blast of a bigger proportion. 

Following the massive success of FTV parties last year, 
Bushido wants to surprise you again by taking FTV nights to 
the next level in respect to the music, set up and 
entertainment quotient. Featuring silky smooth house music 
tunes, party anthems and the trendiest contemporary tunes, 
2012’s FTV international party will outdo anything the brand 
has done in the past. 

On April 22, the Japanese lounge-restaurant hosts two-time 
Grammy award nominee, DJ Poet Name Life of Black Eyed 
Peas. Apart from being a performing DJ, this super producer 
contributes to songwriting in Light up the Night, the single from 
their latest album The Beginning. Additionally, Poet is the 
co-producer of chart-topping hit Boom Boom Pow. 

If you’re a fortunate group of party animals, you might have 
the chance to hear a few new mixes from his much-
anticipated debut album. 

Gone are the days when one performer would do the trick. 

Australian live vocalist Simonne Cooper puts her voice on full 
throttle on this night. Having started in the R&B/soul scene and 
having transitioned to dance music and various styles of house, 
Simonne’s vocal versatility is inimitable. 

She is, thus, classed as one of house music’s best freestyle 
vocalist worldwide, performing alongside some of the industry’s 
heavyweights in the world’s most elite venues. Are you ready 
to witness her dynamism, energy and charisma? 

There always is more
Two top models from the Prague agency, Elite add spice to 
an already sizzling evening. It’s also not a party unless 
you’ve got people dancing till their shoes wear off. Leading 
the way are dancers from Paris’s very own Pure Star 
Management, who offer the best talent in Europe to the 
most elite clients around the world. 

Add two more live musicians and you’ve got an after race 
party like never before. While one of the most talented French 
saxophonists JP Sax adds a jazzy twist to the evening, 
percussionist George Safi makes sure the music never stops. 

E Call 17 583-555.

When something as grand 
as the F1 finds its way to 
Bahrain’s circuit, it is only 
expected of the Kingdom’s 
most unique venue to 
come up with something 
equally amazing. 
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